
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a finance lead. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for finance lead

Analyzing, calculating, recommending, and executing daily FX hedge action
Providing coverage for other analysts in their absence and acting as a backup
for the manager, responding to any Treasury related issues
This role would require flexibility to work on certain Indian holidays as the
JAPA markets are working on those days
Drive and maintain the proper operating ethical standards
Coordinate the analysis of financial data and presentation of financial reports
in an accurate and timely manner
Prepare detailed scoping documents relative to trading partners for business
changes and ensure that key cross functional stakeholders are kept informed
of changes
Prepare detailed impact assessments to ensure all risks including ability to
meet financial reporting requirements and timelines and also maintaining
automation of business are managed and controlled
Develop plans to implement these changes and work with teams in Trading
Partner Finance and Invoicing operations to successfully build these plans
into the operational teams
Responsible for successful delivery throughout each stage of project lifecycle
Responsible for contracts which relate to these Business Change Initiatives –
ensuring they are negotiated to include the terms required by Supply Chain
Accounting to enable successful delivery of the project

Qualifications for finance lead

Example of Finance Lead Job Description
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5-7 years of finance experience at multinational corporation, FP&A
experience is a must
Must have excellent and effective written and verbal communication skills as
this role will be working closely with internal teams, clients and other relevant
parties
Real estate industry experience preferred but not required
Lead the Finance team of Oracle ERP Cloud that includes Financials, Supply
Chain, Purchasing, BI, and Technical Integration to 3rd party applications
Thoughtful design of multidimensional chart of accounts and hierarchies is
important for project success


